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The Brainwave Student Website consolidates classroom learning in its
Homework Zone, which provides online home study activities.

Listen allows
students to practice
listening comprehension at
home autonomously, giving
them complete control of
their learning experience
and providing them with
instant feedback.

Play provides
a fun way to revise
grammar and vocabulary
through the use of
interactive games in
a stimulating digital
environment.

The Parent Zone is a dedicated online
resource created for parents and
guardians to help them learn more about
their child’s English language learning and
support their child’s progress with Brainwave.

Read presents
“Reading mazes” interactive reading texts,
where the reader makes
choices as to how the text
progresses. Read helps students
develop their literacy skills,
gain confidence in reading,
and enjoy reading
for pleasure.

The Gradebook is a simple
and effective online marking
system that retains all of your
students’ scores from the Homework
Zone activities automatically.
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Different Ways to Use the
Homework Zone Content
The Homework Zone content, found on the Student Website, has been
designed to provide you with digital homestudy tasks which your students can
complete as a way of promoting learner autonomy. While primarily developed
as a homestudy tool, the Homework Zone content is also perfectly suited for
use in the classroom. Used as a way to revise or introduce vocabulary and
grammar, or to provide extra practice of listening and reading strategies, the Homework Zone offers multiple
motivating opportunities for the classroom.
The ways in which the content can be implemented will depend on the technology available in the
classroom and the layout of the room.

Possible ideas for use include:
 omework review: Tasks set for
H
homework can be reviewed at a later
date in class as a part of a whole class
review and to help students self-assess
their progress.
In a computer lab in pairs/small
groups: Putting students into pairs or
small groups at each computer to work on
the activities maximises potential L2 use.
In a computer lab: Students may work
on activities individually and when finished
compare their answers/scores/reading route
with those of a partner.
 sing an IWB (Teacher led): Tasks can
U
be used as whole class activities led by
a teacher or smaller groups could be
established to add a competitive edge.
 sing an IWB (Student led): Students
U
could lead the review of the activity aiding
peer guidance and L2 explanatory skills.
Giving up a level of authority and allowing
students to take control of their learning
can be an extremely motivating experience.

 sing an IWB (Tools): Use the built-in IWB
U
software tools to give a different look/feel to the
activities as you review them. E.g. use the reveal
tool to conceal parts of the activity as you go
through it, use the highlighter to mark certain areas
or zoom into a specific area to highlight parts of
the activity. It would also be possible to use shapes
to cover up pictures or words that could then be
revealed hangman style.
INTRODUCTORY LESSONS: Use the activities
from the Homework Zone in your introductory
lessons. Tasks can be done multiple times and
repeated at a later date to consolidate learning
from the introductory session.
CLASS DISCUSSION: Spark a discussion amongst
the students (as appropriate to the class’s ability)
using the activities. For example, you could discuss
whether your students would all make the same
choice in a Reading maze.
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What is Listen?
Listen is an online interactive feature that offers extra listening comprehension
practice to learners, with interactive self-correcting activities. The activities present
three children per unit responding to the Talking Point question that appears at
the end of each Student Book unit in Lesson 10. While today’s young learner
might be exposed to a variety of English in the media and on the Internet, we
have specially created listening passages that your learners will better relate to
and find interesting. The language has been carefully graded to the level of your learners and with their
control over the audio playback and instant feedback, Listen is an excellent tool for young learners to practice
listening comprehension at home autonomously, without the presence of a teacher.

How does Listen
benefit my students?
L isten gives feedback in an instantaneous
and non-demoralising manner, which leads
to increased motivation to reflect on mistakes
and encourages students to think about their
current level of proficiency and the progress
they have made.
S tudents are given complete control of the
audio playback and can pause, play and

repeat listening tasks at will, which helps
them become autonomous learners.
L isten develops top-down listening skills
through different types of listening
comprehension tasks, which challenge
learners to comprehend the general meaning
of utterances and not simply understanding
individual words.
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How should students
use Listen at home?
Setting Listen as homework
 sk students to complete the
A
relevant Listen activities for the
unit as homework in order to
consolidate what was discussed in
the classroom.

Extending Listen homework
 sk students to make a note of any words or
A
expressions they didn’t know. A list of these
words can be used for dictionary work in class
the following day.
 ave students write an extra question based
H
on the audio.
 sk older students (10-12 year-olds) to record
A
their own Listen versions, using their computer
or an MP3 player. Using tools to create their
own digital learning content will help them
improve their digital literacy and is extremely
motivating.

Ask younger students (6-9 year-olds) to draw a
picture of something the speakers talk about.
Get students to make mind maps of the
topics or speakers, over the year building a
vocabulary family of the various topics covered
in class, or a fact file on the various speakers.
Wanting to know more about the speakers
adds an extra level of interest, and a
“real-world” application to the skill being
practiced – listening to gain information/
knowledge about someone.
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How could I use
Listen in class?
Homework review activities
 se the lists of difficult or unknown words or
U
phrases from the audio, generated at home, to
introduce/practice dictionary use in class.
 ompile the extra questions written by the
C
students and then have the class or pairs
answer them. You could use these questions
as a follow-up quiz. Using content produced
by your students will increase their level of
motivation and engagement.
P lay the audio then pause it, asking students
to fill in the gaps.

Have students present the pictures or mindmaps completed for homework to the rest of
the class. The class could discuss similarities
and differences between the information they
gathered from the listening.
Ask students to discuss their own answer to
the Talking Point question, if not previously
completed in class. If students have recorded
their own digital version, play some of these to
the class and create your own activities around
them, in the style of the Listen activities.

Using as part of a lesson
Listen is based on the Talking Point feature in the Student Book. It has also been developed for the Teacher
Technology Pack DVD-ROM. Use this as part of a whole class presentation. Please see the Teacher Notes
on the DVD-ROM for suggestions as to how to do this. You could then use Listen as individual practice in a
computer lab.

Listen:

Remember:

Practices listening skills with fun, interactive homework

Consolidates listening practice and homework with in
class follow-up activities
Reviews language gained throughout the unit in a

dynamic and engaging way

The ideal lesson within each
unit to set Listen as homework
for your students has been
indicated in your Teacher
Edition.
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What is Play?
Play provides a fun and interactive way to revise grammar and vocabulary
through the use of digital games. Today’s young learners require new tools and
technologies in their education – digital games support critical thinking skills,
language reinforcement, and personal enjoyment in learning. Children can play
these interactive language games as many times as they like, or need to, thus helping them in their mastery
of the target language in their Brainwave program.

The digital game
types include:
 ictation (rearranging letters) D
students hear a word and then drag the
letter tiles into the correct order to spell
it. There is one extra tile to make it a bit
more difficult!
 elmanism (memory then
P
vocabulary recognition) - students have
to turn over two matching pictures
and then connect them with a word
or sentence.
 oat game (dexterity then multipleB
choice gapfill) - students have to control
a boat to catch a flag, then answer a
multiple choice grammar or vocabulary
question.
 ollercoaster (sentence gapfill)
R
- students arrange four words into the
gaps in a sentence. If they are correct the
rollercoaster runs smoothly.

Continued on next page ➞
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Hangman (vocabulary recognition
and spelling) - students hear a word and
then choose the letters. They have three
chances at a wrong letter
Sorting words and images
- students arrange 6 words/images into
two categories to practice vocabulary
recognition or grammar rules.
Matching - students choose from 6
words/images to match with one image.

How does Play
benefit my students?
T he digital games in Play provide continued
engagement and allow learners to interact
at their own pace, one of the fundamental
aspects of blended learning.
T he motivating characteristics of these games
allow for learning to occur as a by-product of
the engagement the students have with the
game, which encourages students to keep
playing them.

T he multi-modal design of the games, which
incorporates graphics, sound and movement,
caters to visual, auditory and kinaesthetic
learning styles, thus appealing to different
types of learners.
T he games are non-judgmental and
encourage learners to take calculated risks,
challenging them to make assumptions and
re-evaluate strategies.

 ecause the games are intrinsically fun to
B
play, students will re-play games from past
units and want to discover new games from
upcoming units, which develops learner
autonomy and consolidates learning.
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How should students
use Play at home?
Setting Play as homework
 sk students to complete the relevant Play game for the unit and lesson as homework, in this way
A
actively putting into practice what they have learned in class.

Extending Play homework
E ncourage students to go back and re-play games from previous units/lessons which they enjoyed/
found difficult in order to recycle previous language aims and even discover new ones to foster
learner autonomy.
 sk students to keep playing until they achieve the maximum score – this ensures that they have
A
indeed practiced the learning material. Striving to attain the highest score provides both a goal and
a visible achievement – a clear sign of their learning progress.
 ave children create a list/dictionary of words from the games and/or ones they didn’t know – this
H
can be built upon throughout the year with each game they complete.
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How could I use
play in class?
Homework review activities
 ave students share the lists of difficult
H
words, generated at home, with a
partner and decide on their definitions.
P lay the games as a whole class – either
teacher led or student led.
 reak the class up into teams and the
B
highest scoring team wins (winning scores
can either be based on the replay of games in class or based on their homework scores). Team scoring
could go on over the whole year and at the end of term you have a winning team (this will encourage
the students to complete their homework).

Using as part of a lesson
P lay games are great as warm up activities
to recap language and structures. Use at the
beginning of a lesson as a warmer to remind
students of what they have previously learnt.

End the lesson with children in the computer
lab, completing the games to reflect on how
much they have learned in a more fun way.
Homework will be to improve their score.

Play:

Remember:

Practices grammar and vocabulary with fun, interactive

homework
Consolidates language and homework, with in-class

follow-up activities

The ideal lessons within each
unit to set Play as homework
for your students have been
indicated in your Teacher
Edition.

Reviews grammar and vocabulary in a dynamic and

engaging way
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What is Read?
Read presents “Reading mazes” - Interactive reading texts, where the reader
makes choices as to how the text unfolds. Read helps students develop their
literacy skills, gain confidence in reading, and sparks the child’s enthusiasm for
reading. Young learners are engaged in reading in ways not experienced in the
printed book – students can now shape how stories and reading texts progress
and they are participating in the reading journey in a whole new way. While
various reading strategies and skills can be improved, young learners using the
Brainwave Read feature will also experience reading in a new and dynamic way.

How does Read benefit
my students?
T he game-like characteristics of “reading mazes” make them intrinsically motivating to students, even
to those who do not enjoy reading, by adding a layer of challenge (making the best choice) to the
reading process.
 Reading mazes” personalize the reading process by allowing the reader to guide the direction of the
“
story. In doing this, students become much more invested in the reading process, which may lead to
the development of good reading habits and the uptake of extensive reading for pleasure.
In order to make the choices that will take them through the story, students need to think critically
about the results of their actions and whether they made the best choice. Being able to make choices
and having to consider the different possible outcomes of these choices is a strong motivational step
towards learner autonomy.
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How should students
use Read at home?
Setting Read as homework
 sk students to complete the
A
relevant Read maze and activities
for the unit as homework, which
will extend the unit topic with
new reading material and also
consolidate language areas from
the same unit.

Extending Read homework
 sk students to go back after finishing the
A
story and make different choices so that they
can get an idea of all the different possible
strands of the story. This will challenge them
to think critically about the choices they made,
their outcomes, and the “best” path through
the story.
 et younger students (6-9 year-olds) to draw a
G
picture of the ending or of elements from the
strands they chose.
 et older students (10-12 year-olds) to write a
G
summary of their story.
 emind students to try to guess the meaning
R
of words they don’t know by using contextual
clues. Suggest making a list of these words
or expressions they do not know for future
clarification/class work.

Tell older students (10-12 year-olds) to create
a graphic organizer based on biographical
data of the characters, or important locations
or events in the story. The exact organizer
appropriate will depend on the genre of the
reading maze.
Get younger students (6-9 year-olds) to draw
a map showing the route of the maze e.g.
they went to the swimming pool, then to the
park…
Ask students to find a similar text (topic,
structure or ending) in another format (book,
magazine or website) and write a short review
of it, adding a real-world equivalent to the
reading they have completed.
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How could I use
Read in class?
Homework review activities
 ave students re-tell their story to their
H
partners and discuss differences in the paths
they took.

 ave students present their drawings,
H
summaries, or graphic organizers of the
mazes to the class.

 omplete the maze as a class and take a
C
poll of which choice students made on each
screen. This can be used as a discussion
starter requiring students to examine why
they made the choices that they did and give
reasons.

 ave students act out different versions of the
H
text in groups.

 sk students to suggest other endings or
A
options not in the story to their partners or
the class: what other options could characters
have taken in given situations?

 ave students write a short paragraph saying
H
whether they enjoyed the story or not.

 larify difficult word lists generated at home.
C
This can be teacher or student led.
Clarify definitions guessed from context.
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Using as part of a lesson
S how the title, or the title screen, and ask the
students to guess what the story is about.
Older students should be encouraged to do this
without visual support.
 sk students to brainstorm words they think
A
might be in the story before playing.

Complete the maze as a class and then have
students create their own version of a maze –
this can be done individually, in groups, or as
a class. After completing the mazes, students/
the class can review each others creations.
There are many ways to complete this activity:

P ause the story at various points and ask
students to predict what they think will happen
next, or what the different outcomes of a pair
of choices might be.
Use mazes to start discussion topics in class e.g.
What would you do?
How do you think X felt in that situation?
W
 hy was X the right choice to make in that
situation?

students write their own maze.
students act out their own maze.
students take pictures to illustrate their
maze. Featuring in the mazes themselves
will increase students’ sense of personal
involvement and interest.
mazes could be created digitally using
presentation-making software – helping to
develop students’ digital literacy skills.

Read:
Practices reading skills, critical thinking, and language

comprehension with fun, interactive homework
Consolidates skills practice and homework with in-class

follow-up activities
Develops reading skills, critical thinking, and digital literacy

in a dynamic and engaging way

Remember:
The ideal lesson within each
unit to set Read as homework
for your students has been
indicated in your Teacher
Edition.
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Parent Zone
The Parent Zone is a dedicated online resource created for parents and
guardians to help them learn more about their child’s English language learning
and support their child’s progress with Brainwave.

2

3

4

The Parent Zone offers:
 ome Study Tips: simple, effective, and useful ways for parents to assist their child’s learning
H
with advice on:
Helping their Child with their Brainwave Homework.
Supporting their Child in Managing their Home Study Time.
M
 anaging the Parents’ and Child’s expectations.
E xtending their Child’s English Language Learning at Home.
Parent FAQs: specific questions about anything relating to the Brainwave series.
Access to their child’s Gradebook: parents can stay abreast of how their child is
progressing and then use the Home Study Tips to support further learning at home.
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Gradebook
The Gradebook is a simple
online marking system that
retains all of your students’
scores automatically. Every online
practice activity in the Homework
Zone on the Student Website is
directly linked into the Gradebook.

Gradebook features:
 ll scores recorded automatically for
A
the teacher.

 nit by unit scores shown for different
U
online features.

Assessing all learners’ progress with ease.

Class averages calculated and always up to date.

F irst Try and Last Try scores of every
interactive activity recorded for you to see
learner progress.

 bility to create several different classes and see
A
all learners’ scores in a well-organized and easily
accessible way.

How do I set up a class and see my students’ scores?
In order to use the Gradebook, you will need to put your students into classes. This is very simple and once
you open the Gradebook for the first time, there will be prompts on how to do this.
There are two ways:
HelpGradebook,
FAQs
© Macmillan
Publishers
Ltd 2012
TermsClass
& Conditions
Acknowledgements
Privacy Policywhich
1
	
You create
a class
and
give your students the
Password,
they enterContact
intoUs their
thus putting them into your class; or...
Help
FAQs
© Macmillan
Publishers
Ltd 2012
Terms & Conditions
Acknowledgements
Us
Privacy Policy
2
	
you create
a class
and
add the students manually
using their
Student
IDs, whichContact
appear
on the
students’ Gradebook.
Help perFAQs
© Macmillan
Publishers Ltdand
2012
& Conditions
Contact
Us unit,
Once
your class
is created
your students are Terms
added,
you can
see allAcknowledgements
of their scores
per
activity,
Privacy Policy
3
how many times they did each activity, and the Class Average.
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For a video tutorial showing just how easy it is to use this exciting
new tool please visit Terms
the& Conditions
Gradebook
page on
your Teacher
Website
Help
© Macmillan Publishers Ltd 2012
Acknowledgements
Contact Us
Privacy Policy
(www.macmillanyounglearners.com/brainwave/gradebook).
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